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Over the past few months I have been in place behind enemy lines, working my way into the 
Collective as one of their own. Through careful observation and mining of data, I have been able 
to gleem the following insights into the inner working of the main Pillar of the Collective, The 
Liberation Front. 
 
=== Organization === 
 
The Liberation Front is the founding pillar of the Collective. Rath Oligard is the founding member 
and head of the Liberation Front and the figurehead of the entire Collective. Rath and his 
closest confidants comprise the upper echelons of command. Due to Rath’s origins as a 
member of the Iron Navy, he keeps the Liberation Front organized in a military fashion as 
follows. 
 
*Rath Oligard - Oversees all operations 
*Avitus Oligard - Chief counsel to Rath Oligard and leader of the Liberation Front’s Zealots 
*Arraris Varken - Oversees internal security and along with his guards, the protection of Rath 
*Captain Crimson - Oversees all military operations and training. 
 
The Liberation Front itself is broken down into subsections of the organization. 
 
The largest subsection of the Liberation Front is the Quasi-military that Captain Crimson has 
grow and trained. These soldiers are made up primarily of downtrodden and disenfranchised 
civilians from across the galaxy who feel like they have been wronged by Force Users and are 
seeking retribution, these members come to the Collective with no formal training but a burning 
passion and hatred. This makes them particularly dangerous. A few of the military arm of the 
liberation front come from a military background and find themselves working their way through 
the ranks quite quickly. Those that prove themselves particularly loyal and effective are often 
recruited into Arriris’ Guard. 
 
Arrisis’ Guards are highly trained and highly loyal to Rath and his vision. These guards are 
primarily charged with the protection of their leader Rath Oligard and secondarily with the 
internal security of the Liberation Front. The Guards will stop at nothing to maintain Rath’s vision 
for a united galaxy, rid of Force Users. 
 
The smallest group within the Liberation Front is also the most dangerous and deadly. Avitus 
Oligard leads a group known as the Zealots, for self explanatory reasons. The Zealots see 
themselves as the antithesis to Force users and are more than willing to throw their lives away 
to see Rath’s vision come to fruition. They are brainwashed to be completely and utterly 
devoted to the cause, it is their only remaining passion in life. The Zealots are considered the 
monks of the Liberation Front, they are willing to take anybody into their order regardless of age, 
race of gender, however all members must shave their head completely and have the three 
pillared logo of the collective branded into their forehead as a show of loyalty to the cause. 



 
==== Founding === 
 
Rath Oligard is the founding member of the Liberation Front. After losing his wife due to what he 
believes is the fault of the Brotherhood, Rath left the service of the Iron Navy, swearing 
vengeance for the careless acts of Force Users in the galaxy. Lost and broken, Rath and his 
cousin Avitus travelled the galaxy together to learn more about the people that had taken so 
much from Rath. As Rath traveled the galaxy he encountered others who had been affected in 
similar ways to himself, in an attempt to right the wrongs of those he once swore allegiance to, 
Rath tried to help others rebuild their lives. 
 
The more people he helped, the bigger following Rath gained. It was actually Avitus’ idea that 
Rath use the support of the people that had begun following them as a force to use against the 
Brotherhood and people like them, Rath dubbed his initial followers the Liberation Front. From 
there the Liberation Front grew in size as Rath and his followers moved across the galaxy, 
helping those in need and recruiting to their cause.  
 
Eventually Rath and Avitus knew that they needed some help to achieve their ultimate goal of 
expelling the Force Users from the galaxy. First they needed funding which led to discussions 
with Varryn Antillus to become a backer for their endeavor. With Varryn onboard, the Capitol 
Enterprises was born. 
 
Next they needed an edge in the fight against the Brotherhood. Varryn Antillus was the one to 
suggest Daggo Mouk, a technological mastermind with whom Varryn had dealings with in the 
past. Daggo was harder to convince to join their pursuits however his obsession with Darth 
Plagueis became Rath’s bargaining chip. Rath painted a picture for Daggo of destroying the 
disciples of Plagueis within the Brotherhood and gaining their knowledge of the former Sith 
Master and his research. This appealed to Daggo, and he soon joined on and created the 
Technocratic Guild. 
 
This became the three pillars. With everything lined up, Rath was certain that with some 
planning, this collective would be able to destroy the threat of Force users. 
 
 
==== Culture === 
 
The members of the Liberation Front are a passionate bunch, they are the ones who believe the 
most in Rath Oligard and his message. The most devout to Rath’s ideology hold the higher 
rankings within the organization. The Liberation Front has a cult like society, where new joins 
are kept at a distance until their trust can be proven. By the time a member is fully indoctrinated 
into Rath’s forces they have been forced to believe whatever they are told.  
 



While the Liberation Front is more than willing to work with their counterparts in the other pillars 
of the Collective, they see themselves as better than the others. Being the original pillar of the 
Collective leads members of the Liberation Front to believe they are more devout to the cause. 
There are many who distrust those outside of the Liberation Front, even within the Collective, 
and just see working with the Technocratic Guild and the Capital Enterprises as a means to an 
end for their cause.  
 


